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In this paper a phase-field model of PenroseFife type is considered for a diffusive
phase transition in a material in which the heat flux is a superposition of two dif-
ferent contributions: one part is proportional to the spatial gradient of the inverse
temperature, while the other is of the form of the GurtinPipkin law introduced in
the theory of materials with thermal memory. It is shown that an initial-boundary
value problem for the resulting state equations has a unique solution, thereby
generalizing a number of recent results.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is devoted to the study of certain initial-boundary value
problems for the phase-field model proposed by Penrose and Fife [27, 28].
We deal with the non-conserved case for the order parameter /, which may
represent the (local) liquid fraction in the solid-liquid phase transition.
Moreover, our setting includes the possibility that the heat flux q also
depends in a suitable way on the past history of the gradient of the
absolute temperature %.
The system of partial differential equations derived in [27] complies
with the second principle of thermodynamics. In a quite general version
allowing for non-differentiable free energies, it has the form
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t(%+*(/))+div q= g in Q :=0_(0, T ), (1.1)
+/t&& 2/+;(/)+_$(/) % &
*$(/)
%
in Q, (1.2)
where the nonlinearity ; is an arbitrary maximal monotone graph in R2.
The presence of the singular factor 1% in the right-hand side of (1.2) and
of a nonlinear function *(/) in (1.1) distinguishes the above system from
the well-known Caginalp model [4], which can be viewed as a lineariza-
tion of (1.11.2) around some equilibrium temperature.
The notation in (1.11.2) is standard, i.e., t is the time derivative, div
the divergence, and { and 2 denote the spatial gradient and Laplacian
operators, respectively. The solid-liquid material is supposed to occupy the
bounded domain 0/R3 during the fixed time interval [0, T ]. We let 1
denote the smooth boundary of 0 and set 7 :=1_(0, T ). Concerning the
data in (1.11.2), we notice that g : Q  R stands for the heat supply, + and
& are small positive coefficients, ; is possibly multivalued and coincides
with the subdifferential of a convex function ; . A typical and significant
example for ; is given by the indicator function (taking only the values 0
and +) of the interval [0, 1]; in this case, / is forced to stay between 0
and 1. Finally, *, _ : R  R are regular functions originating from the
smooth part of the free energy, and * is required to be convex. Both these
functions are assumed Lipschitz continuous along with their derivatives on
the domain of ;. To our knowledge, the main application of (1.11.2)
regards solid-liquid phase changes and, in such situation, the standard
position for * admits a linear function, *(/)=l/, where the parameter l
stands for the latent heat. Thus, here the convexity assumption for * is
respected.
Although the PenroseFife model is known only from the beginning of
this decade (see [27]), it has nevertheless received a great deal of attention
in the past few years. Of course, the energy balance Eq. (1.1) has to be sup-
plied with a constitutive law for the heat flux q, and initial and boundary
conditions for (1.11.2) have to be prescribed. Many papers have been
devoted to the mathematical analysis of the corresponding problems; see,
quoting in a chronological order, [31, 30, 21, 23, 17, 24, 16, 20, 13]. There,
questions like existence, uniqueness, regularity, large time behaviour, have
been examined. All these results have been obtained assuming the rela-
tionship
q=&{ \&$%+ , (1.3)
where $>0 ([24] also addresses some extension of (1.3)). Moreover, a
simplified version of (1.11.2) has been included in the family of problems
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considered in [2]. Furthermore, asymptotic analyses have been carried out
with respect to the kinetic parameters + and & of (1.2), letting one of them
or both tend to 0, in [11, 29, 12, 22].
The choice (1.3) turns out to have some advantages. Firstly, the forbid-
den value %=0 (recall that % is the absolute temperature) is penalized in
(1.3) since 1% blows up as % approaches 0. A second remark concerns the
mathematical treatment. Indeed, the sum of (1.1), tested by &1%, and
(1.2), tested by $/t , gives rise to a nice cancellation of terms in the deriva-
tion of a priori estimates. Therefore, despite of the fact that (1.3) is quite
unusual in heat conduction equations, it opened the way to show rather
interesting results; in fact, if one chooses the classical Fourier law in (1.1)
instead, the investigation becomes much more difficult for evident reasons,
and, to our knowledge, until now existence has only been proved in [25]
for the particular case ;(/)=/3.
On the other hand, while it might look acceptable to postulate
constitutive relations like (1.3) for low and intermediate temperatures
(identifying appropriate constants $), the behaviour of (1.3) for high
temperatures is not satisfactory, since it does not furnish any sort of
coerciveness as % becomes larger and larger. To overcome this failure, some
work has been done on (1.11.2) by replacing (1.3) by
q=&{ \&$%+=%+ , (1.4)
for some =>0, or generalizations thereof. The corresponding results are
reported in [9, 10]. In our paper, in the same perspective, but moving from
a different position, we add to q1=&{(&$%) a contribution of the
form
q2(x, t)=&|
t
&
k(t&s) {%(x, s) ds, (x, t) # 0_(0, T ), (1.5)
where k : [0, +)  R is known and allows to account for memory effects
in the phase transition. Then, we let q=q1+q2 . Note that if k was the
Dirac mass multiplied by =, then (1.5) would coincide with (1.4). Instead,
we keep k as a smooth function, with the only natural restriction that
k(0)>0. Thus, we follow in parts a school of thinking which took its main
motivation from trying to explain the occurrence of heat waves and to
predict the finite speed of propagation for thermal disturbances. To give an
idea of the interest on the subject and of the number of involved material
scientists, it suffices to look over the review papers [18, 19]. In particular,
for (1.5) we refer to Gurtin and Pipkin [15], who extended a pioneering
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approach of Cattaneo and especially the so-called CattaneoFourier law,
i.e.,
{t q2+q2=&={%.
Such relation is a relaxation of the classical Fourier law, where the heat
flux reduces to &={%, for some positive time-relaxation parameter {. In
fact, if one couples {t q2+q2=&={% with the limit condition q2( } , s)  0
as sz&, then one obtains (1.5) for the special exponential kernel
k(t)=
=
{
e&t{, t # [0, +),
and this provides a sample example for k. As a further remark, let us note
that {&1 exp (&t{) is a smooth approximation of the Dirac mass as {z0.
Now, let the history of % be known up to t=0, and introduce the
notation
(a V b)(t) :=|
t
0
a(s) b(t&s) ds, t # [0, T],
for the convolution product with respect to time (where a and b may also
depend on the space variables). Then, recalling (1.3) and (1.5), we can
assume that
q=&{ \&$%+k V %+ , (1.6)
provided we slightly modify the right-hand side g in the consequent
Eq. (1.1). Also, as in [21] and [9], we supply (1.1) with a boundary condi-
tion that is linear with respect to the argument of the gradient in (1.6),
namely,
q } n=# \&$%+k V %&h+ on 7. (1.7)
Here, n indicates the outward normal vector, # is a proportionality con-
stant, and the datum h : 7  R depends on the outside temperature on the
boundary and, possibly, on the values of the inside temperature for t<0.
Regarding the phase variable /, we choose the usual no-flux condition
n /=0 on 7, (1.8)
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where n obviously denotes the outer normal derivative. Finally, the initial
conditions
%(x, 0)=%0 , /(x, 0)=/0 , x # 0, (1.9)
complete the formulation of the problem under study.
The main aim of this paper is to prove existence and uniqueness of a
weak solution to (1.11.2), (1.61.9). The way leading to this result is not
straightforward. In fact, from (1.11.2) and (1.6) one cannot extract any
spatial regularity for % that might help in the treatment of the perturbation
due to k V %. Therefore, we first consider more or less the same problem,
where (1.6) is replaced by (1.4), and generalize the previous approaches of
[9, 10] in the sense of weak solutions. Then, including =% (=>0) in (1.7),
we employ a fixed-point technique to show that such approximating
problems admit a unique solution. Finally, we take the limit as =z0 to
recover a pair of functions % and / solving (1.11.2), (1.61.9). The unique-
ness is a consequence of a contracting estimate, which is also useful for the
existence proof and is essentially based on a convexity argument devised by
Kenmochi in [20].
We conclude the introduction by noticing that memory terms within the
heat flux (and also the internal energy) have already been considered in the
study of phase transition or phase field problems. For instance, in [7, 8]
another combination (something like q=&{(=%+k V %)) has been dis-
cussed, and in [1, 5, 6] the Caginalp model is investigated for the mere
GurtinPipkin law ((1.6) with $=0). However, probably owing to the dif-
ficulty of the related problems, to our knowledge the present paper yields
the first attempt to couple memory effects with the PenroseFife model.
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Consider the initial-boundary value problem (1.11.2), (1.61.9). We
make the following general assumptions on the data of the system.
(A1) ; is the subdifferential of a non-negative, proper, convex, and
lower semicontinuous function ; : R  [0, +] satisfying ; (0)=0. We
denote by K the closure of the domain D(;) of definition of ; in R and
point out that 0 # ;(0).
(A2) :(r)=&$r for all r # (0, +) and some fixed constant $>0.
(A3) * # C1, 1(K ), *"0 a.e. in K, as well as _ # C1(K ) and _$ # C0, 1(K ).
(A4) k # W2, 1(0, T ), with k(0)>0.
(A5) g # L2(Q), h # L2(7), with h0 a.e. in 7.
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(A6) %0 # L2(0), %0>0 a.e. in 0, ln(%0) # L1(0).
(A7) /0 # H1(0), ; (/0) # L1(0).
We now give a variational formulation of (1.11.2), (1.61.9). To this
end, we denote by ( } , } ) both the scalar product in H :=L2(0) and the dual
pairing between V $ and V :=H 1(0). We also denote by
((v1 , v2)) :=|
0
{v1 } {v2+# |
1
v1v2 , v1 , v2 # V, (2.1)
the scalar product in V. We define the Riesz isomorphism J : V  V$ and
the scalar product in V$, respectively, by
(Jv1 , v2) :=((v1 , v2)), v1 , v2 # V, (2.2)
((w1 , w2))* :=(w1 , J
&1w2), w1 , w2 # V$. (2.3)
Then our problem can be stated as follows.
Problem (P0). Find a quadruple (%, u, /, !) of functions such that the
following conditions are fulfilled.
%>0, u=&
1
%
, / # D(;), ! # ;(/), a.e. in Q, (2.4)
% # H1(0, T ; V$) & L(0, T ; H ), :(%) # L2(0, T ; V ), (2.5)
/ # H1(0, T ; H ) & L2(0, T ; H2(0)), ! # L2(Q), (2.6)
k V % # L(0, T ; V ), (2.7)
(%+*(/))t+J:(%)+J(k V %)= f, in V$, a.e. in (0, T ), (2.8)
where
( f, v) :=|
0
gv+# |
1
hv, \v # V, (2.9)
+(/t( } , t), v)+& |
0
{/( } , t) } {v+((!+_$(/)&*$(/) u)( } , t), v)=0,
\v # V, for a.a. t # (0, T ), (2.10)
%( } , 0)=%0 , /( } , 0)=/0 , a.e. in 0. (2.11)
The main result of this paper is the following.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that (A1) to (A7) hold. Then (P0) has a unique
solution.
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The proof of Theorem 2.1 will be achieved by passage to the limit as
=z0 using the following family of problems (which contains (P0) as special
case for ==0).
Problem (P=). Find (%, u, /, !) satisfying the conditions of (P0), where
:(%) is replaced by
:=(%) :=:(%)+= %, for fixed =0,
substitutes :(%)=:0(%) and, clearly, % # L2(0, T ; V ) whenever =>0.
We have the following existence result for =>0.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that (A1) to (A7) are satisfied. Then for any
=>0 (P=) has a unique solution.
Remark 2.3. In the case =>0 the smoothness condition for k can be
relaxed. Indeed, it then suffices that k # L2(0, T ), as pointed out in Remark
4.2 and Lemmas 4.3 to 4.5 below. Moreover, referring to the same lemmas,
one easily verifies that the above statement holds true for an arbitrary
f # L2(0, T ; V$) and assumption (A5) can be omitted.
It turns out to be convenient to study a further family of problems,
corresponding to the case k=0, that deserve some attention by themselves.
Problem (P$=). Let =0 . Find (%, u, /, !) fulfilling the conditions of
problem (P=) with the one exception that (2.8) is replaced by the equation
(%+*(/))t+J:=(%)=F, in V$, a.e. in (0, T ), (2.12)
where F only belongs to L2(0, T ; V$) .
For this family of problems the following result will be proved.
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that the conditions (A1) to (A3), (A6), and (A7),
are satisfied, and assume that F # L2(0, T ; V$). Then (P$=) admits a unique
solution for any =>0 . If, in addition,
F= f, with f specified by (2.9) and (A5), (2.13)
then also (P$0) has a unique solution.
Remark 2.5. In the special case when :=(%)=:(%)+=% for some
=>0, Theorem 2.4 generalizes Theorem 2.3 in [9] to right-hand sides
F # L2(0, T ; V$). It also provides a different approach, in the sense of weak
solutions, to the main result in [10].
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Remark 2.6 In the case ==0, Theorem 2.4 constitutes a generalization
of the existence result proved in [29]. Also, it can be compared with a
very recent result by Damlamian and Kenmochi [13] where the system
(2.42.10) is formulated as Cauchy problem for an evolution equation
generated by subdifferential operators.
3. ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM (P$=)
We first consider the problems (P$=) for =0 . We begin with a con-
tinuous dependence property.
Lemma 3.1. Let =0, and suppose that (%i , ui , /i , !i) denote solutions to
(P$=) corresponding to the data (Fi , %0i , /0i), i=1, 2 . Let
ei=%i+*(/i), e0i=%0i+*(/0i), i=1, 2, (3.1)
as well as
/=/1&/2 , e=e1&e2 , %=%1&%2 , u=u1&u2 ,
(3.2)
e0=e01&e02 , /0=/01&/02 , F=F1&F2 .
Then there is some constant C>0, depending only on the data, such that
&e( } , t)&2V $+= &%&2L2(0, t; H )++ $ &/( } , t)&2H+2& $ |
t
0
|
0
|{/| 2
&e0 &2V$++ $ &/0 &
2
H+C |
t
0
&/( } , s)&2H ds
+ 2 |
t
0
(F( } , s), J &1e( } , s)) ds, \t # [0, T]. (3.3)
In particular, (P$=) admits at most one solution.
Proof. At first, we subtract the respective Eqs. (2.12) for (%i , ui , /i , !i),
i=1, 2, from each other, apply the result to J&1e, and integrate over
[0, t]. Next, we choose v=$ / in (2.10) for (%i , ui , /i , !i), i=1, 2, take the
difference, and integrate over [0, t] . We then find that
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1
2
&e( } , t)&2V$+$ |
t
0
(Ju( } , s), J &1e( } , s)) ds+= |
t
0
(J%( } , s), J &1e( } , s)) ds
+
+$
2
&/( } , t)&2H+&$ |
t
0
|
0
|{/| 2+$ |
t
0
|
0
!/
&$ |
t
0
((*$(/1) u1&*$(/2) u2)( } , s), /( } , s)) ds
=
1
2
&e0&2V$+
+ $
2
&/0&2H&$ |
t
0
|
0
(_$(/1)&_$(/2)) /
+|
t
0
(F( } , s), J &1e( } , s)) ds. (3.4)
Now, note that if v # V and w # H then
(Jv, J&1w)=((Jv, w))
*
=((w, Jv))
*
=(w, J &1(Jv))=(w, v). (3.5)
Hence, using the convexity of * and the fact that ui0, i=1, 2, we can
employ the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 in Kenmochi
[20] to conclude that
(Ju( } , s), J&1e( } , s))((*$(/1) u1&*$(/2) u2)( } , s), /( } , s)), (3.6)
for a.a. s # (0, t). In addition, we have that
=(J%( } , s), J &1e( } , s))== &%( } , s)&2H+=(%( } , s), ((*(/1)&*(/2))( } , s))
and consequently, by (A3) and Young’s inequality,
=(J%( } , s), J &1e( } , s))
=
2
&%( } , s)&2H&
=
2
&*$&2L(K ) &/( } , s)&
2
H (3.7)
for a.a. s # (0, t). Moreover, the monotonicity of ; entails
!/0, a.e. in Q, (3.8)
and, since _$ # C0, 1(K ), it turns out that
|(_$(/1)&_$(/2)) /|&_"&L(K ) |/| 2, a.e. in Q. (3.9)
Combining (3.4) to (3.9), we obtain (3.3), whence the uniqueness result
easily follows using Gronwall’s lemma. Let us point out that the thesis
actually holds also for the case ==0. K
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We now derive further estimates for (P$=). In the sequel, we denote by C i ,
Ci , i # N, any constant that may depend on the data of the system but
neither on = nor on t # [0, T]. In addition, the dependence on &F&L2(0, T ; V$)
will always be specified explicitly.
Lemma 3.2. Let (%, u, /, !) solve (P$=) for some =>0 . Then there is some
C 1>0 such that, for all t # [0, T],
1
4
&%( } , t)&2H+
1
4
&ln(%( } , t))&L1(0)+
$
2
&u&2L2(0, t; V)+= &%&
2
L2(0, t; V )
+$|
t
0
|
0
|{(ln(%))| 2+
+
4
&/t&2L2(0, t ; H )+
&
2 |0 |{/( } , t)|
2
C 1(1+=+&F&2L2(0, t ; V$)+|
t
0
(&%( } , s)&2H+&/t&
2
L2(0, s; H)) ds)
+|
t
0
(F( } , s), %( } , s)) ds, (3.10)
where the norm in V is the one induced by the scalar product defined in (2.1).
Proof. Since u, % # L2(0, T ; V ), we may apply both sides of (2.12) to
v=u+% to obtain, for any t # [0, T],
|
0 \
%2
2
&ln(%)+ ( } , t)&|0 \
%20
2
&ln(%0)++|
t
0
|
0
*$(/) /t(u+%)
+|
t
0
|
0
{:=(%) } {(u+%)+# |
t
0
|
1
:=(%)(u+%)
=|
t
0
(F } , s), (u+%)( } , s)) ds. (3.11)
Next, we refer to Lemma 3.3, in particular formula (3.21), of [9] for the
estimate (this can be verified formally multiplying (1.2) by /t and then
integrating over space and time)
+
2 |
t
0
|
0
/2t +
&
2 |0 |{/( } , t)|
2+|
0
; (/( } , t))
|
t
0
|
0
*$(/) /t u+
&
2 |0 |{/0 |
2+|
0
; (/0)
+C0 (1+&/0 &2H)+C0 |
t
0
&/t &2L2(0, s ; H) ds, (3.12)
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where C0 depends only on +, |_$(0)|, &_"&L(K ) , |0|, and T. Next, adding
(3.11) and (3.12), we obtain from (A3), (A6), and (A7), that
|
0 \
%2
2
&ln(%)+; (/)+ ( } , t)+|
t
0
|
0
{:=(%) } {(u+%)
+# |
t
0
|
1
:=(%) (u+%)+
+
2 |
t
0
|
0
/2t +
&
2 |0 |{/( } , t)|
2
C1&|
t
0
|
0
*$(/) /t %+C0 |
t
0
&/t&2L2(0, s ; H) ds
+|
t
0
(F( } , s), (u+%)( } , s)) ds. (3.13)
We have, thanks to (A3) and to Young’s inequality,
} |
t
0
|
0
*$(/) /t % }+4 |
t
0
|
0
/2t +
1
+
&*$&2L(K ) |
t
0
|
0
%2. (3.14)
Moreover, (2.4) and the definition of := imply
|
t
0
|
0
{:=(%) } {(u+%)
=$ |
t
0
|
0
|{u| 2+= |
t
0
|
0
|{%| 2+($+=) |
t
0
|
0
|{%| 2
%2
, (3.15)
as well as
# |
t
0
|
1
:=(%)(u+%)=# |
t
0
|
1
($u+=%)(u+%)
=# |
t
0
|
1
($u2+=%2)&|
t
0
|
1
($+=). (3.16)
Finally, one easily sees that
|
t
0
(F( } , s), u( } , s)) ds|
t
0
&F( } , s)&V$ &u( } , s)&V ds

$
2
&u&2L2(0, t ; V )+
1
2$
&F&2L2(0, t ; V$) . (3.17)
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Now recall that for any r>0 there holds
r2
2
&ln(r)
1
4
(r2+|ln(r)| ).
Thus, combining the inequalities (3.13) to (3.17), and invoking that ; is
non-negative, we obtain (3.10), which concludes the proof of the lemma. K
We deduce further estimates.
Lemma 3.3. Let (%, u, /, !) solve (P$=) for some =0 . Then there is some
C 2>0 such that, for all t # [0, T],
&/&2L2(0, t; H2(0))+&!&
2
L2(0, t; H)C 2(1+&/&
2
L2(0, t; H )+&u&
2
L2(0, t; H)), (3.18)
&%t &L2(0, t; V$)C 2(&/t&L2(0, t; H)+$ &u&L2(0, t; V )
+= &%&L2(0, t; V )+&F&L2(0, t; V$)). (3.19)
Proof. Consider the initial-boundary value problem
+t /m&& 2/m+;m(/m)=G a.e. in Q, (3.20)
n/m=0 a.e. in 7, (3.21)
/m( } , 0)=/0 a.e. in 0, (3.22)
where ;m :=m(I&(I+(1m) ;)&1) denotes the (monotone and Lipschitz
continuous) Yosida approximation to ; for m # N, and where G :=
&_$(/)+*$(/) u belongs to L2(Q) . It is not difficult to check (see, e. g.,
[9, Lemma 3.3]) that the unique solution
/m # H1(0, T ; H ) & C 0([0, T]; V ) & L2(0, T ; H2(0))
to (3.2022) fulfils
&t/m &2L2(0, t; H)+&/m( } , t)&
2
V+|
0
; m(/m( } , t))
C2(1+&G&2L2(0, t; H )), (3.23)
for any t # [0, T], letting ; m specify the antiderivative of ;m such that
; m(0)=0 . In addition, testing (3.20) by ;m(/m) and using the mono-
tonicity of ;m (cf. (A1) and (A7) as well), we easily find that
&;m(/m)&2L2(0, t; H )C3(1+&G&
2
L2(0, t; H )). (3.24)
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Moreover, by comparison in (3.20), in view of (3.21), (3.23), and (3.24) we
also have
&/m&2L2(0, t; H2(0))C4(1+&G&
2
L2(0, t; H )). (3.25)
Hence, /m and !m :=;m(/m) satisfy (3.18). Besides, thanks to (3.233.25)
there are functions / , ! such that, possibly for a subsequence of mZ,
/m  / weakly in H 1(0, T ; H ) & L2(0, T ; H2(0)), (3.26)
!m  ! weakly in L2(Q). (3.27)
From this point, we can argue as in the passage-to-the-limit procedure of
the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [11], for instance, in order to conclude that
! # ;(/ ) . Thus, we easily deduce that / is a solution to the problem
+ / t&& 2/ +;(/ ) % &_$(/)+*$(/) u a.e. in Q, (3.28)
n/ =0 a.e. in 7, / ( } , 0)=/0 a.e. in 0. (3.29)
The unique solvability of (3.2829) implies / =/ as well as ! =!. Using the
lower semicontinuity of norms, we realize that (3.18) holds. Finally, we
obtain (3.19) directly from (2.12) and (A3). The assertion of the lemma is
proved. K
We draw a straightforward consequence from the previous Lemmas 3.2
and 3.3 for the case when =>0 .
Corollary 3.4. Let (%, u, /, !) solve (P$=) for some =>0 . Then there is
some C 3>0 such that, for all t # [0, T],
&%&2H 1(0, t; V$) & C0([0, t]; H )+= &%&
2
L2(0, t; V )+&u&
2
L2(0, t; V )
+&/&2H1(0, t; H) & C 0([0, t]; V ) & L2(0, t; H 2(0))+&!&
2
L2(0, t; H )
C 3(1+=+(1+=&1) &F&2L2(0, t; V$)). (3.30)
Proof. Recalling (3.10) and observing that
|
t
0
(F( } , s), %( } , s)) ds
=
2
&%&2L2(0, t; V )+
1
2=
&F&2L2(0, t; V$) , (3.31)
it follows plainly from Gronwall’s lemma that there exists some constant
C5>0 satisfying
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1
4
&%( } , t)&2H+
$
2
&u( } , t)&2L2(0, t; V )+
=
2
&%&2L2(0, t; V )
+
+
4
&/t&2L2(0, t; H)+
&
2 |0 |{/( } , t)|
2
C5 (1+=+(1+=&1) &F&2L2(0, t; V$)), (3.32)
whence (3.30) can be easily derived with the help of (3.183.19). K
We are now in the position to prove Theorem 2.4.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. At first, let =>0 be fixed. We argue by
approximation. To this end, we pick any sequence [Fn]/L2(Q) satisfying
Fn  F in L2(0, T ; V$), as nZ, (3.33)
and we put %0n :=max [%0 , 1n], for n # N. Clearly, [%0n]/L2(0) is a
pointwise a. e. decreasing sequence, and Beppo Levi’s theorem implies that
%0n  %0 in L2(0), ln(%0n)  ln(%0) in L1(0) . (3.34)
In particular, there is some C6>0 such that
|
0 \
%20n
2
&ln(%0n)+C6 . (3.35)
We then consider the initial-boundary value problem
t(%n+*(/n))&2:=(%n)=Fn , in D$(Q), (3.36)
+t /n&& 2/n+;(/n)+_$(/n) % *$(/n) un , a.e. in Q, (3.37)
n :=(%n)+#:=(%n)=0, in H&12(1), a.e. in (0, T ), (3.38)
n/n=0, a.e. in 7, (3.39)
%n( } , 0)=%0n , /n( } , 0)=/0 , a.e. in 0. (3.40)
Note that (3.363.40) represents just the problem (P$=), where F # L2(0,
T ; V$) is replaced by Fn # L2(Q), and %0 by %0n, respectively. Therefore, we
may combine Theorem 2.3 in [9] with Corollary 3.4 to conclude that
(3.363.40) admits a solution (%n , un , /n , !n) fulfilling
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%n # H 1(0, T ; V$) & L(0, T ; H ), (3.41)
= %n , un # L2(0, T ; V ), (3.42)
/n # H 1(0, T ; H ) & C 0([0, T]; V ) & L2(0, T ; H2(0)), (3.43)
!n # L2(Q), (3.44)
%n>0, un=&1%n , /n # D(;), !n # ;(/n), a.e. in Q, (3.45)
this solution being uniquely determined because of Lemma 3.1. In addition,
using (3.35) (see also (3.11)) and Corollary 3.4, the estimate (3.30) holds
if (%, u, /, !) is replaced by (%n , un , /n , !n), with a constant C 3>0 that is
independent of n # N. Consequently, there are functions %, u, /, ! such that
(at first only for a subsequence, but by the uniqueness of the limit even-
tually for the entire sequence)
%n  % weakly star in H 1(0, T ; V$) & L(0, T ; H ), (3.46)
= %n  =% weakly in L2(0, T ; V ), (3.47)
un  u weakly in L2(0, T ; V ), (3.48)
/n  / weakly in H1(0, T ; H ) & L2(0, T ; H2(0))
and strongly in C 0([0, T]; H ) & L2(0, T ; V ), (3.49)
!n  ! weakly in L2(Q). (3.50)
Here we have applied some compactness results and, in particular, the
well-known Ascoli theorem and the Aubin lemma (cf., e.g., [26, p. 58]).
Next, using (3.49) and the Lipschitz continuity of *, *$, and _$, we see that
*(/n)  *(/), *$(/n)  *$(/), _$(/n)  _$(/)
strongly in C 0([0, T]; H ), (3.51)
whence
*$(/n) t/n  *$(/) /t , *$(/n) un  *$(/) u,
both weakly in L1(Q). (3.52)
But, in view of the boundedness of *$, the limit identification yields
(*(/n))t=*$(/n) t/n  *$(/) /t weakly in L2(0, T ; H ), (3.53)
*$(/n) un  *$(/) u weakly in L2(0, T ; H ). (3.54)
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Owing to (3.46), we also have
%n  % strongly in C 0([0, T]; V$). (3.55)
This helps us to show that %>0 and %=&1u a.e. in Q. Indeed, denoting
by \ the maximal monotone graph defined by D(\)=(&, 0) and
\(r)=&1r for r<0, it turns out that %n # \(un) a.e. in Q, and (3.48) and
(3.55) entail
|
T
0
|
0
%nun=|
T
0
(%n( } , t), un( } , t)) dt  |
T
0
(%( } , t), u( } , t)) dt=|
T
0
|
0
%u, (3.56)
whence % # \(u) a.e. in Q follows. The proof that ! # ;(/) is essentially the
same, exploiting (3.49) and (3.50). Since it is a standard matter to recover
(2.102.12) from (3.363.40) and from the listed convergences, we conclude
that (%, u, /, !) is a solution to (P$=). By Lemma 3.1, the solution is unique.
This ends the proof for the case =>0. K
It remains to consider the case ==0 . To this end, let F= f be as in (2.9),
and let (%= , u= , /= , !=) be the solution to (P$=) for =>0 . We aim to get the
unique (owing to Lemma 3.1) solution to (P$0) by passage to the limit in
(P$=) as =z0 . To obtain uniform bounds, we recall (3.10), estimating the
last term of the right-hand side in the form
|
t
0
( f ( } , s), %=( } , s)) ds|
t
0
&g( } , s)&H &%=( } , s)&H ds+# |
t
0
|
1
h%= . (3.57)
By virtue of (A5), the latter summand is non-positive. From this point,
using Young’s and Gronwall’s inequalities, as well as Lemma 3.3, it is
straightforward to recover an estimate like (3.30) with a constant of the
form
C 4(1+=+& f &2L2(0, t ; V $))
on the right-hand side (the term 1= disappears !). Then the passage to the
limit as =z0 can be performed exactly as the previous one for nZ ; the
only difference is that (3.47) becomes
=%=  0 strongly in L2(0, T ; V ) . (3.58)
In this connection, observe that (3.47) has not been used in the subsequent
considerations. With this, the proof of Theorem 2.4 is complete. K
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4. EXISTENCE FOR PROBLEM (P=) IN THE CASE =>0
We now analyse problem (P=) for =>0. We begin with a uniqueness
result that also holds for (P0).
Lemma 4.1. For any =0 the problem (P=) admits at most one solution.
Proof. Let =0 be fixed, and suppose that (%i , ui , /i , !i), i=1, 2, fulfil
the conditions of (P=). We then put Fi := f &J(k V %i), i=1, 2, and F :=
F1&F2 . Since Fi # L2(0, T ; V $) (cf. (2.7)), it follows that (%i , ui , /i , !i)
solves (P$=) for the right-hand side Fi , i=1, 2. Hence, using the notations
of Lemma 3.1, for all t # [0, T] we find that
&e( } , t)&2V $+= &%&
2
L2(0, t; H)++ $&/( } , t)&
2
H+2& $ |
t
0
|
0
|{/| 2
C &/&2L2(0, t ; H)&2 |
t
0
(J(k V %)( } , s), J &1e( } , s)) ds. (4.1)
Using (3.5) and (3.1), we have
I(t) :=&2 |
t
0
(J(k V %)( } , s), J&1e( } , s)) ds
&2 |
t
0
((k V %)( } , s), %( } , s)) ds
+2 &k V %&L2(0, t ; H ) &*(/1)&*(/2)&L2(0, t ; H ) . (4.2)
Now, recall the well-known identities
a V b=a(0)(1 V b)+a$ V (1 V b), (4.3)
(a V b)t=a(0) b+a$ V b, (4.4)
holding whenever they make sense, as well as Young’s theorem
&a V b&Lr(0, T ; X )&a&Lp(0, T ) &b&Lq(0, T ; X ) ,
for 1  p, q, r with
1
r
=
1
p
+
1
q
&1, (4.5)
where X denotes a normed space. Hence, from integration by parts in (4.2)
and Young’s inequality we conclude that
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I(t)&k(0) &(1 V %)( } , t)&2H&2((k$ V 1 V %)( } , t), (1 V %)( } , t))
+2 |
t
0
((k$(0)(1 V %)+k" V 1 V %)( } , s), (1 V %)( } , s)) ds
+(|k(0)|2+&k$&2L1(0, T )) &1 V %&
2
L2(0, t ; H )
+2 &*$&2L(K ) &/&
2
L2(0, t ; H ) . (4.6)
Combining (4.1) and (4.6), we bring the positive term (cf. (A4))
k(0) &(1 V %) (t)&2H to the left and estimate the remaining terms on the right.
With the help of (4.5) we infer that
2 |((k$ V 1 V %)( } , t), (1 V %)( } , t))|
2 &k$ V 1 V %&C0([0, t]; H ) &(1 V %)( } , t)&H

2
k(0)
&k$&2L2(0, T ) &1 V %&
2
L2(0, t ; H )+
k(0)
2
&(1 V %)( } , t)&2H . (4.7)
Moreover, since k" # L1(0, T ), Ho lder’s inequality and (4.5) lead us to
2 } |
t
0
((k$(0)(1 V %)+k" V 1 V %)( } , s), (1 V %)( } , s)) ds }
2(|k$(0)|+&k"&L1(0, T )) &1 V %&2L2(0, t ; H ) . (4.8)
Finally, collecting (4.74.8) it is straightforward to determine a constant C7
such that
&e( } , t)&2V $+=&%&
2
L2(0, t; H )+&(1 V %)( } , t)&
2
H+&/( } , t)&
2
H+&/&
2
L2(0, t ; V )
C7 |
t
0
(&/( } , s)&2H+&(1 V %)( } , s)&
2
H) ds (4.9)
for any t # [0, T]. Therefore, in order to conclude the proof it suffices to
apply the Gronwall’s lemma in (4.9). K
Remark 4.2. If =>0, one can get the same uniqueness result assuming
only k # L2(0, T ) in place of (A4). In fact, one then uses the contribution
=&%&2L2(0, t ; H ) on the left-hand side of (4.1) and estimates the last integral in
(4.2) this way (by means of (4.5) for r=, p=q=2 and Young’s
inequality),
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&2 |
t
0
((k V %)( } , s), %( } , s)) ds
2
= |
t
0
&k&2L2(0, T ) &%&
2
L2(0, s ; H) ds
+
=
2
&%&2L2(0, s ; H ) . (4.10)
Then, observing that &1 V %&2L2(0, t ; H)T t0 &%&2L2(0, s ; H ) ds, the assertion still
follows from Gronwall’s lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Let =>0 and k # L1(0, T ) . Let A= be the operator assigning
to each function 3 # L2(0, T ; V ) the solution component % of problem (P$=)
where F is replaced by f &J(k V 3). Then for any t # [0, T] there holds
&%&2H1(0, t ; V $) & C 0([0, t]; H)+= &%&
2
L2(0, t ; V )
R1(=)+R2(=) &k&2L1(0, t) &3&2L2(0, t; V ) , (4.11)
with
R1(=) :=C 3(1+=+2(1+=&1) & f &2L2(0, T; V $)), R2(=) :=2C 3(1+=
&1),
and C 3 is the same constant as in (3.30). Moreover, setting %i=A=(3i),
i=1, 2, there is a constant C 4 such that, for all t # [0, T],
= &%1&%2&2L2(0, t ; H )C 4(1+=&1) &k&2L1(0, t) &31&32&2L2(0, t ; H) . (4.12)
Proof. The first assertion follows easily from (3.30), (2.2), and (4.5),
while (4.12) is a consequence of (3.3) with e0=/0=0 and F=
&J(k V (31&32)), once one argues as in (4.2), notices that (3=31&32)
2 |
t
0
(F( } , s), J &1e( } , s)) ds(2=&1+1) &k&2L1(0, t) &3&2L2(0, t ; H )
+
=
2
&%&2L2(0, t ; H)+&*$&
2
L(K ) |
t
0
&/( } , s)&2H ds,
and applies Gronwall’s lemma. K
Lemma 4.4. Let =>0 and k # L1(0, T ) . Then there exists some T0 # (0, T]
such that (P=) has a unique solution on [0, T0].
Proof. Choose T0>0 small enough so that
R2(=) &k&2L1(0, T0)
2R1(=)
=
R1(=) (4.13)
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and that
C 4(1+=&1) &k&2L1(0, T0)
=
2
. (4.14)
Then A= maps the set
Y0=[v # L2(0, T0 ; V ) | = &v&2L2(0, T0 ; V )2R1(=)] (4.15)
into itself because of (4.11). Moreover, if we endow Y0 with the distance
d(v1 , v2)=&v1&v2 &L2(0, T0; H ) , v1 , v2 # Y0 , (4.16)
then it turns out that Y0 is a complete metric space, owing to the weak
lower semicontinuity of the norm & }&L2(0, T0 ; V ) , and A= is strictly contrac-
tive in Y0 . Therefore, by the contractive mapping principle, A= has a
unique fixed point in Y0 which provides the unique solution of (P=) on
[0, T0]. K
Lemma 4.5. Let =>0 and k # L2(0, T ). Then Problem (P=) has a unique
solution on the whole time interval [0, T].
Proof. Thanks to Lemma 4.4, it suffices to prove an estimate inde-
pendent of T0 . Note that the solution (%, u, /, !) of (P=) solves (P$=) for
F= f &J(k V %). Therefore, recalling the inequality (3.30) and observing
that (see (4.5))
&F&2L2(0, t ; V $)2 \& f &2L2(0, T ; V $)+|
t
0
&(k V %)( } , s)&2V ds+
2 \& f &2L2(0, T ; V $)+|
t
0
&k&2L2(0, T ) &%&
2
L2(0, s; V ) ds), (4.17)
one can apply Gronwall’s lemma and conclude the proof. K
5. EXISTENCE FOR PROBLEM (P0) AND CONCLUSIONS
Let (%= , u= , /= , !=) be the solution of (P=) for =>0. We make use of
estimate (3.10), being
F= f &J(k V %=).
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Owing to (3.57) and (A5), we have
|
t
0
( f ( } , s), %=( } , s)) dsC8 \1+|
t
0
&%=( } , s)&2H ds+ . (5.1)
For the other contribution, integrating by parts and using (4.34.4) we
infer that
&|
t
0
(J(k V %=)( } , s), %=( } , s)) ds
=&
k(0)
2
&(1 V %=)( } , t)&2V&(((k$ V 1 V %=)( } , t), (1 V %=)( } , t)))
+|
t
0
(((k$(0)(1 V %=)+k" V 1 V %=)( } , s), (1 V %=)( } , s))) ds, (5.2)
so that we gain a further positive term on the left-hand side of (3.10). On
the other hand, referring also to (3.19) we remark that
&F&L2(0, t; V $)& f &L2(0, T; V $)+( |k(0)|+&k$&L1(0, T ))
_|
t
0
&(1 V %=)( } , s)&V ds. (5.3)
Hence everything reduces to estimate the other terms in (5.2) suitably (cf.
the computations performed in (4.74.8)), to apply Gronwall’s lemma in the
inequality resulting from (3.10), and then to take advantage of Lemma 3.3.
In conclusion, we get the uniform bound
&%=&2H1(0, t; V $) & C0([0, t]; H )+= &%=&2L2(0, t; V )+&1 V %=&2C 0([0, t]; V )
+&/=&2H1(0, t; H) & C0([0, t]; V ) & L2(0, t; H2(0))+&!=&L2(0, t; H )
C9 \t # [0, T ]. (5.4)
Then one can pass to the limit as =z0 as in the analogous analysis for (P$=)
and (P$0), by just noting that here we have the additional convergence
k V %=  k V % weakly star in L(0, T; V ),
due to (5.4), (A4), and (4.3). K
Lemma 3.1 and the stability estimate (5.4) enable us to establish the con-
tinuous dependence of the solution to (P=), for = positive or zero, on all the
data in (A4) to (A7), including k and (cf. (2.29)) f.
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Theorem 5.1. Let =0 and let (%i , ui , /i , !i) denote the solution of (P=)
corresponding to the data (ki , fi , %0i , /0i), i=1, 2. Under the positions
(3.13.2) and
k=k1&k2 , f =f1& f2 , (5.5)
there holds
&e&2C0([0, T]; V $)+= &%&
2
L2(0, T; H )+&1 V %&
2
C 0([0, T]; H )+&/&
2
C 0([0, T]; H) & L2(0, T; H )
C10[&e0&2V $+&/0&
2
H+&k&
2
W1, 1(0, T )+& f &
2
L2(0, T; V $)] (5.6)
for some constant C10 independent of =.
Proof. We apply (3.3) with
F= f &J(k V %1)&J(k2 V %).
Then, in view of (3.5), (4.3), and (4.5) we note that
2 |
t
0
(F( } , s), J &1e( } , s)) ds
2 |
t
0
& f ( } , s)&V $ &e( } , s)&V $ ds
+2(|k(0)|+&k$&L1(0, t)) &1 V %1&L2(0, t; V ) &e&L2(0, t; V $)
&2 |
t
0
(J(k2 V %)( } , s), J &1e( } , s)) ds (5.7)
for any t # [0, T] . Now, we argue exactly as in the proof of Lemma 4.1
(cf. especially (4.64.8)) to treat the last term of (5.7). Therefore, on
account of (3.3), we obtain
&e( } , t)&2V $+= &%&
2
L2(0, t; H )+
k2(0)
2
&(1 V %)(t)&2H
++$ &/( } , t)&2H+2& $ |
t
0
|
0
|{/| 2
&e0 &2V $++$ &/0 &2H+& f &2L2(0, t; V $)+C9T( |k(0)|+&k$&L1(0, t))2
+|
t
0
[(C+2 &*$&2L(K )) &/( } , s)&2H
+2&e( } , s)&2V $+C11 &(1 V %)(} , s)&2H] ds, (5.8)
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where the constant C9 is that given by (5.4) with respect to the data (k1 ,
f1 , %01 , /01), and the constant C11 depends only on &k2 &W2, 1(0, T ) and T. At
this point, an application of the Gronwall lemma plainly leads to (5.6).
From (5.8) the reader can see the dependences of the constant C10
appearing in (5.6). K
Remark 5.2. We conjecture that all our results hold in any spatial
dimension since we used the fact that 0R3 just to dispose of approxi-
mating solutions found in other papers. But in our estimates we never
exploit the dimension 3 of the space.
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